Abstract-A novel approach in food package defect detection is proposed based on system identification theory, in which the channel defect detection problem can be regarded as the conventional system identification problem, i.e., estimation of the system impulse response based on the input-output sequence using parametric and nonparametric models. The well-known parametric model ARX has been investigated in this paper. The data are collected with a focused ultrasound transducer (17.3 MHz, 6.35-mm diameter, f/2, 173 m ;6 dB pulse-echo lateral beam width at the focus) scanned over a rectangular grid, keeping the packages in the focus. Performance is measured in terms of detection rate, image contrast, and contrast-to-noise ratio. The results using the ARX model are compared with previous image formation techniques and also compared with the non-parametric method, i.e., spectral analysis. The results show that the ARX model has the comparable detection rate as RFCS and higher detection rate than BAI and RFS (except 6-m air-filled channel in plastic trilaminate film) for channel in plastic trilaminate film. The ARX model has achieved the moderate contrast enhancement and ranks second in contrast-to-noise ratio enhancement among the compared techniques. The ARX model has a low detection rate for channel defects in aluminum trilaminate film, which shows that its performance is material-dependent. Finally, the parametric method, ARX model demonstrates better performance than the non-parametric method, spectral analysis for food package defect detection.
I. Introduction C hannel leaks and weak seals are two major defects found in the seal region of flexible food packages [1] . Channel leaks might cause a pathway for microbial penetration that eventually results in the spoilage of the product. The weak seal that is generally caused by wrinkles or product involvement in the seal area causes the seal strength to decrease and gives rise to product deterioration during storage [2] . Because both types of defects bring about health hazards and economic loss, it is imperative that packaging be checked for the presence of such defects.
Previous investigations of food packages have led to several imaging techniques to detect channels in package seals. The backscattered amplitude integral (BAI) imaging technique [3] displays the integral of the envelope-detected RF signal at each transducer position. Channels with diameters of 38 µm or larger can be detected reliably using this technique at a center frequency of 17.3 MHz. The RF sample (RFS) imaging technique [4] , [5] displays, for each transducer position, a single time-gated acoustic pressure value of the received RF waveform. The selection of only a single time gate requires a priori knowledge of the packaging material, which can be obtained off-line. By selecting only one time point on the received RF waveform, there is risk that a channel is present but not detected. This risk can be reduced by forming multiple images with several time gates. The RF correlation (RFC) imaging technique [5] , [6] requires less specific a priori information and offers potentially higher detectability at a cost of greater computational complexity. The RFC image is created by displaying the normalized correlation coefficients for each transducer position. Depending on the range over which the correlation window is placed, the RFC image has two different versions: one that contains the entire range of the RF signal (denoted RFCE) and one that contains only a short, specified duration of the RF signal (denoted RFCS). For channels smaller than 15 µm, the appropriate choice of the correlation window plays an important role in the RFCS technique. Both RFS and RFCS have improved detection rates relative to BAI for channels of 15 µm or smaller [5] . However, none of these techniques provide 100% detection of channel defect smaller than 38 µm in diameter. Therefore, additional image formation approaches must be evaluated to determine whether improved detection rates are possible for smaller channels.
In this paper, a novel approach is proposed for food package defect detection based on system identification theory [7] , [8] . The system identification problem is to estimate a model of a system from the observed input-output data. There are two kinds of identification methods: parametric methods and non-parametric methods. Parametric identification methods are techniques to estimate parameters in given model structures. Basically, it is a matter of finding (by numerical search) those numerical values of the parameters that give the best agreement between the model's output and that measured. Most common models are difference equation descriptions, such as ARX and ARMAX models [7] , [8] , as well as all types of linear statespace models. Non-parametric identification methods are techniques to estimate model behavior without necessarily using a given parametrized model set. Typical nonparametric methods include correlation analysis, which estimates a system's impulse response, and spectral analysis, which estimates a system's frequency response.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. System model is presented in Section II. In Section III, the general system identification theory is discussed. In Section IV, the image formation of the proposed approach is described. In Section V, the results of using the ARX model are compared with the previous imaging techniques and are also compared with a non-parametric method. Finally, conclusions and suggestions for future work are given in Section VI.
II. System Model
The sample preparation and data acquisition are discussed extensively in [3] and [5] . The sample (Fig. 1 ) is located in a water tank (∼20
• C) so that the defect orientation is approximately normal to the sound beam direction. A three-dimensional data set is collected using a nominal 20-MHz focused transducer (V317; Panametrics, Waltham, MA) operating at a center frequency of 17.3 MHz (6.35-mm diameter, f/2, 173 µm −6 dB pulseecho lateral beamwidth at the focus). The transducer is shock-excited by a pulser-receiver (Model 5800; Panametrics) with a 300 V monocycle pulse. The transducer is scanned in two directions collecting pulse-echo RF waveforms spaced 30 µm apart in the seal direction and 100µm apart in the transverse direction. The sample is kept in the focal region of the transducer throughout the scan. The signal is captured by digitizing oscilloscope (9354TM; LeCroy, Chestnut Ridge, NY) with a sampling rate of 500 MHz, keeping 512 samples for each transducer position. This data set is also used in [4] [5] [6] to form the BAI, RFS, and RFCS images.
In Fig. 1 , assume the transmitted acoustic signal to be T (t) in the time domain and the sample under evaluation be a system of three layers in water [3] , [5] . The echo signal R(t) can be written as the convolution of the transmitted acoustic signal T (t) and the impulse response of the data collection system. When the seal region without the defect is scanned, the echo signal R p (t) can be written as
where * denotes convolution and h w (t), h 1 (t), h s (t), and h 2 (t) are the impulse responses of the water layer between the transducer and sample, the sample layer 1, seal layer (very thin), and sample layer 2, respectively. The reflections from the boundaries between the water layer and the sample are included in the impulse response functions of h 1 (t) and h 2 (t). It is assumed that the impulse response of the perfect seal is an all-pass filter. Then, it can be removed from (1):
As the ultrasonic focal spot moves to the channel defect, the echo signal R d (t)can be written as
where h d (t) is the impulse response of the channel defect.
Combining (2) and (3) yields
From (4), the received echo signal that passes through the channel defect is the convolution of the received echo signal, which does not pass through the channel defect, and the impulse response of the channel defect. Because both R d (t) and R p (t) are available from pulse-echo measurements, it is possible to find the impulse response of the channel defect by the process of deconvolution. Now, if we reconsider R d (t) to be the output and R p (t) to be the input of a new system, then h d (t) would be the impulse response of this new system. Therefore, the problem to find the impulse response h d (t) of the system becomes a conventional system identification problem, i.e., estimation of the system impulse response based on the known input-output sequence.
III. System Identification Theory
This section discusses the basic system identification theory. For more details about the algorithms and theories of identification, refer to [7] , [8] . For more details about systems and signals, refer to [9] .
A. Polynomial Representation of Model Structure
The basic input-output configuration is shown in Fig. 2 . Assuming unit sampling interval, there is an input signal u(t) and output signal y(t), t = 1, 2, . . . , N. Assuming the signals are related by a linear system, the input-output relationship can be written where q is the shift operator and G(q) is the transfer function of the system. v(t) is the disturbance of the system which can be described as filtered white noise:
where e(t) is white noise with variance λ and H(q) is the transfer function of the filter. Eq. (5) and (6) together give a time-domain description of the system:
A commonly used parametric model is the ARX model that corresponds to
where B and A are polynomials in the delay operator q −1 :
Here, the numbers na and nb are the orders of their respective polynomials. The number nk is the number of delays from input to output. The model is usually written
or explicitly
Note that (11) and (12) apply also to the multivariable case, where A(q) and the coefficients a i become ny by ny matrices, B(q) and the coefficients b i become ny by nu matrices. Here, ny and nu are the number of outputs and inputs, respectively.
Another very common and more general model is the ARMAX structure
A(q)y(t) = B(q)u(t − nk) + C(q)e(t).
(
Here, A(q) and B(q) are as in (9) and (10), respectively, and
An output-error (OE) structure is obtained as
with
The so-called Box-Jenkins (BJ) model structure is given by
All of these models are special cases of the general parametric model structure:
Within the structure of (19), virtually all of the usual linear black-box model structures are obtained as special cases. The ARX structure is obtained for nc = nd = nf = 0. The ARMAX structure corresponds to nf = nd = 0. The ARARX structure (or the "generalized least squares model") is obtained for nc = nf = 0; the ARARMAX structure (or "extended matrix model") corresponds to nf = 0. The OE model is obtained with na = nc = nd = 0; the BJ model corresponds to na = 0. (See Section 4.2 in [7] for a detailed discussion.)
B. Estimating Parametric Models
Given a description (7) and having observed the inputoutput data u, y, the (prediction) errors e(t) in (7) can be computed as
These errors are, for given data y and u, functions of G and H. These in turn are parametrized by the polynomials in (11)-(19). The most common parametric identification method is to determine estimates of G and H by minimizing
that is
This is called a prediction error method. For Gaussian disturbances, it coincides with the maximum likelihood method [7, ch. 7] . 
IV. Image Formation
If we consider R p (t), echo from a perfect seal as input to a new system to be identified, and R d (t), echo from a channel defect as output of this new system, then the system impulse response would correspond to the impulse response of the channel defect. To be more general, we model the received RF signal that may or may not pass through the channel defect as an output and the RF signal that does not pass through the channel defect as the input of a new system. It is our assumption that the RF signals that do not pass through the channel defect are similar. Therefore, if a channel defect does not exist, the estimated system impulse response will be a δ function. Once the parametric model is established, the frequency response of the system to be identified can be calculated from G, and its impulse response can be obtained from the inverse Fourier transform of the system frequency response.
In this paper, the ARX model is applied to the food package defect detection problem, and its performance is compared with the previous imaging techniques, i.e., BAI, RFS, and RFCS, and also compared with a non-parametric method, i.e., spectral analysis. For convenience, the image formed using the ARX model is denoted as an ARX image. The image formed using spectral analysis is denoted as an SA image.
To create ARX images, the waveforms at each transducer position are first justified in time to correct for flaws on the surface of the package. This justification is accomplished by aligning the signals at the time instant when the pressure reaches its maximum. This alignment was also done for the RFS and RFCS images [4] [5] [6] . Second, a reference RF signal is chosen to represent the RF signal not passing through the channel defect, i.e., R p (t) [5] , [6] .
The input-output of the system without channel defect is plotted in Fig. 3(a) . Fig. 3(b) shows the corresponding estimated system impulse response using the ARX model with parameters na = 2, nb = 2, delay = 0. Without the channel defect, the output and input are similar, corresponding to a δ function impulse response in the time domain. Fig. 3(c) shows the input-output of the system with a 38-µm, air-filled channel in plastic trilaminate film. The corresponding estimated system impulse response is shown in Fig. 3(d) . It is obvious that the estimated impulse response is different from a δ function when a channel defect is present. Thus, the area under the impulse response curve is calculated and used to form the ARX image. The following is the procedure:
• take the absolute value of the impulse response,
• normalize the obtained impulse response, and • calculate the integral of the normalized impulse response, which is the area under the impulse response curve.
For a δ function impulse response, i.e., no channel defect, the integral is 1. The integral is greater than 1 when a channel defect exists. The larger the integral, the more likely a channel defect exists. Therefore, the ARX image is created by displaying this integral value for each transducer position forming a 2-D matrix. The SA image is formed following the same principle as the ARX image, except the impulse response is estimated via spectral analysis instead of ARX model [7] .
All calculations are done in MATLAB on a Sun workstation.
V. Results
The data sets used to form the BAI, RFS, and RFCS images in previous work [4] [5] [6] are also used in this paper to form the ARX and SA images. The same performance measures of detection rate, image contrast, and contrastto-noise ratio (CNR) used in [4] [5] [6] are also used herein. Fig. 4 and 5 show examples of two different defects. In  Fig. 4 , the defect is a 38-µm air-filled channel in plastic trilaminate film. The defect is visible in all images. In Fig. 5 , the defect is a 6-µm, water-filled channel in plastic trilaminate film. The defect is visible in the RFS, RFCS, and ARX images and is not detected in the BAI and SA images. These examples show that the ARX model can detect small channels that are not detected by BAI and SA techniques.
Parameter choices for the ARX model affect the image. Fig. 6 shows examples of the ARX images with different parameters. In Fig. 6(a, c, and e) , the ARX images are shown for the 38-µm, water-filled channel in plastic trilaminate film with parameters na = 2, nb = 2, delay = 0; na = 6, nb = 6, delay = 0; and na = 10, nb = 20, delay = 10, respectively. The defect is most visible in Fig. 6(a) . The defect is not detected in Fig. 6(c) , and it is slightly visible in Fig. 6(e) . Therefore, lower orders of parameters work well for 38-µm defect from our experiments. Fig. 6(b, d, and f) shows the ARX images for 6-µm, water-filled channel in plastic trilaminate film with parameters na = 2, nb = 2, delay = 0; na = 6, nb = 6, delay = 0; and na = 10, nb = 20, delay = 10, respectively. The 6-µm defect is not visible with lower orders of parameters [ Fig. 6(b and d) ] and is detectable with higher orders of parameters [ Fig. 6(f) ]. Therefore, in this case, higher orders of parameters work well for 6-µm defect from our experiments.
We have not done any theoretical investigation for parameter optimization. However, from our limited experi- ence, the lower orders of parameters are more effective for large channels, i.e., 38 µm or larger, and higher orders of parameters are more effective for smaller channels, i.e., 15 µm or smaller. It is also our experience that with the increasing of parameter orders, the corresponding delay should be increased accordingly. Table I shows the detection rates for the BAI, RFS, RFCS, SA, and ARX techniques. The detection rate for the BAI, RFS, and RFCS techniques are obtained from [5] and are listed in Table I for comparison purpose. The following conclusions can be drawn. 1) All five techniques reveal 100% of 50-µm channels, regardless of the type of channel defect.
2) The ARX model works well for the plastic trilaminate film wherein the detection rate for the ARX model is comparable with the detection rate for RFCS. The ARX technique is slightly more likely than RFCS to miss a 10-µm channel, and slightly less likely than RFCS to miss a 6-µm channel. The ARX technique achieves better detection rate than RFS for 10-and 15-µm, air-or water-filled channels in the plastic trilaminate film and has only one less detection than RFS for 6-µm air-filled channel in plastic trilaminate film. Finally, the ARX technique achieves better detection rate than BAI and SA techniques for small channels, i.e., 15 µm or smaller.
3)
The ARX model has a very low detection rate for the aluminum trilaminate film for most channel sizes except 50-and 10-µm air-filled channel in aluminum trilaminate film, which suggests that the performance of the ARX model is material-dependent, a property that may be useful to classify the unknown sample material because all of the other techniques do not appear to be affected by material properties. 4) The non-parametric modeling, i.e., spectral analysis, has a very low or zero detection rate for channels of size 15 µm or smaller, regardless of the type of the channel. It also has a very low detection rate for 38-µm channels in aluminum trilaminate film.
The contrast versus channel size and CNR versus channel size for air-filled channels in plastic trilaminate film are shown in Fig. 7(a and c) , respectively. Because of the fact that spectral analysis has a very low detection rate for small channels, only the BAI, RFS, RFCS, and ARX techniques are compared here. From Fig. 7(a) , ARX has moderate contrast enhancement among four techniques. Contrast is a dimensionless quantity in the range between 0 and 1. For large channels, i.e., 38 and 50 µm, all four techniques have contrasts larger than 0.25, a contrast large enough to reveal the channel. From Fig. 7(c) , RFCS has achieved the largest CNR values among four techniques for all channel sizes except 6-µm. It also has the biggest CNR increment as channel size increases. This fact again demonstrates that RFCS has better capability to smooth the background than the other techniques [5] , [6] . This is the advantage of RFCS techniques over other techniques. Because CNR, which includes the effect of speckle and noise, is a more complete description of detectability [10] [11] [12] . ARX ranks second in terms of CNR value and increment, which also demonstrates good performance to smooth the background.
The contrast versus channel size and CNR versus channel size for water-filled channels in plastic trilaminate film are shown in Fig. 7(b and d) , respectively. Clearly, ARX has comparative contrast enhancement with RFCS and has a little higher contrast than RFS, except for 6-µm channels. BAI has the lowest contrast enhancement for all channel sizes except 10 µm. Similarly, as in Fig. 7(c) , RFCS and ARX have sharper CNR curves than BAI and RFS as the channel size increases. BAI has a flat CNR curve that shows its least ability to smooth the background among four techniques.
VI. Discussions and Conclusions
Parametric modeling is applied to detect defects in food package seals. The well-known parametric method, the ARX model, is utilized to estimate the system impulse response that corresponds to the impulse response of the possible channel defect. The applicability of the ARX model for detecting channel defects is demonstrated for plastic trilaminate film with 6-, 10-, 15-, 38-, and 50-µm channels filled with air or water. The ARX model is compared with the previous imaging techniques such as BAI, RFS, and RFCS. The results show that, although the ARX model has only the moderate contrast enhancement, the ARX model has achieved the comparable performance as RFCS and performs more effective than BAI and RFS (except 6-µm air-filled channels in plastic trilaminate film) in terms of detection rate and CNR enhancement. The performance of the ARX model also shows materialdependent property. It has a very low detection rate for channels of 38µm or smaller, except the 10-µm air-filled channel in aluminum trilaminate film. Further investigation of the ARX model on other materials is needed to see whether this material-dependent property could be used to classify unknown sample materials. Finally, when compared with the non-parametric method, the parametric method, i.e., ARX model, performs better than spectral analysis.
It should be noted that parameter optimization has not been done in this work. In general, low orders of parameters work well for large channels, i.e., 38 µm or larger, and high orders of parameters work well for small channels, i.e., 15 µm or smaller. In future work parameter optimization should be investigated. Furthermore, in this work only the ARX model is being investigated because of its simple structure. Other more general models, such as AR-MAX, ARARX, and ARARMAX, should be investigated to understand the performance of the parametric models completely. It could be expected that with the use of more complex model structure, the computational complexity would increase greatly. From 1995 to 1999, he was a research assistant at the University of Illinois and was involved in a joint research project between the Packaging Laboratory and the Beckman Bioacoustic Research Laboratory. His main research interests include nondestructive inspection techniques of food packages for the seal integrity and the ultrasonic imaging. Dr. Ozguler is currently employed as a postdoctoral research associate, and his responsibilities include quantifying the engineering trade-offs of using nondestructive ultrasonic sensor and defining the design parameters necessary for the safe, high speed production of shelf-stable foods in new energy-and material-efficient packages.
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